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Excellencies, distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen... 
 
While putting this presentation together, I was reminded how very 
little we know about the real numbers behind armed violence -- 
especially in our own regions, Asia and the Pacific. 
 
Many, and probably most small arms will not be seriously 
misused. There are of course legitimate reasons for gun 
ownership. 
 
But small arms, commonly known as firearms or guns, are also 
used to kill, on average, more than 10,000 people each week. 
 
Millions more are wounded, or their lives upended when access 
to development aid, markets, health, education and human rights 
is disrupted by people with guns. 
 
First, let's look at some global realities. This is the scale of 
firearm-related mortality and morbidity around the world. [Slide] 
  



Slide 2: Global Firearm-related Mortality and Morbidity 
 
The best estimate we have [Slide] is that there are 875 million 
firearms in circulation worldwide. [Slide] 
 
Only 225 million of those guns are held by state security forces. 
[Slide] 
 
The remaining 650 million – That’s three-quarters of the firearms 
on the planet – are in the hands of civilians. 
 
Recent global estimates yield a range of [Slide] 526,000 gun 
deaths per year. [Slide] 
 
Of those, perhaps only one in ten deaths occur in organised 
conflict. 
 
I’d like to emphasise that point. Ninety per cent of armed violence 
occurs not in war, but in peace. 
 
[Slide] 
 
Armed violence claims around 1,400 lives each day... 
 
So on average, [Slide] one person could be dying each minute 
from a gunshot wound inflicted by another person. 
 
Where numbers are available, [Slide] non-fatal firearm-related 
injuries are said to occur on a ratio of three gunshot injuries for 
each gun death. [Slide] 
 
Please note that these figures exclude gun suicides, which are 
also very common. In many nations, gun suicides actually 
outnumber gun homicides. 
 
  



Now there was a day when gun violence between civilians was 
seen mainly as a crime problem—something for the military, 
police and criminologists to worry about. But that's a bottom-of-
the-cliff attitude. [Slide] 
 
Slide 3: Gunshot victim on gurney 
 
For the past 20 years, as with the road toll, tobacco-related 
deaths, HIV/AIDS and many other threats, the public health 
community has encouraged a more preventive approach to 
firearm injury. 
 
To a trauma surgeon delving into gunshot wounds in Detroit, 
Manila or Port Moresby, it matters little if the weapon was fired by 
a terrorist-slash-freedom fighter, by a uniformed soldier, a 
mobster, or an angry husband. This is no place for politics, or for 
blame. 
 
Nor does it matter much if the gun was military in appearance – 
or if its only previous use had been to shoot pigeons. 
 
Whether the gunshot wound occurred by accident, suicide, in 
crime or in conflict, the damage done to the victim, the family, and 
wider society is remarkably similar. 
 
And I suggest that all of us here today share a single bottom line 
– to prevent armed violence before it happens. That is, to save 
lives. 
 
So, from the global to the local – how are we doing in Asia and 
the Pacific? 
 
Please note that today when I mention Asia, I'm referring only to 
South and Central Asia, East and South East Asia. Because 
another conference in this global series will soon focus on the 
Middle East, this presentation excludes West Asia. 
 



Slide 4: Rate of Civilian Firearm Possession per 100 pop. in 26 
Selected Asian States 
 
As a constant I’m using the Philippines – that’s the red bar, fourth 
from the left. When we compare the rate of civilian firearm 
possession across Asia, Thailand stands out, with 16 privately 
held small arms per 100 people. 
 
Pakistan is close behind, with 12 per 100, and in China, where all 
guns are the property of the state, about one in 20 civilians is 
entrusted with a firearm.  
 
The five nations of Central Asia mainly sit to the right of this chart. 
Despite its history as a Soviet satellite region, Central Asia 
reports some of the lowest rates of gun ownership in the world. 
 
South Asia, which has received the world’s largest recent inflow 
of small arms, is home to two of Asia’s largest arsenals. India and 
Pakistan hold about five million military small arms between 
them. But this number is dwarfed by the 58 million firearms 
estimated to be held by civilians.  
 
South East Asia’s legacy of leftover war weapons, its porous 
borders and weak controls are attractive to gun-runners. In 
Indonesia, civilians are said to possess more than a million small 
arms, in Myanmar the estimate is two million, while private 
citizens in the Philippines are reported to hold nearly four million 
firearms. 
 
And here we come to the difficult part. When guns are used in 
armed violence, how many people die? 
 
Slide 5: Rate of Gun Homicide per 100,000 Population in 22 
Asian States 
 
Both public health and justice sector reporting of gun death 
across Asia is erratic, unreliable or non-existent. 



 
Of those countries that do publish statistics separated for armed 
violence, Sri Lanka recently reported the highest rates, though 
these have now fallen compared to Thailand and the Maldives. 
 
India and Nepal are neck-and-neck in the mid-range, and India's 
gun death rates have been decreasing steadily. 
 
Of the five nations of Central Asia, four have seen recent falls in 
gun homicide, while Uzbekistan suffered an increase. 
 
So that’s a thumbnail of Asia – but if we add the nations of 
Oceania, where do they rank for armed violence? 
 
Slide 6: Rate of Gun Homicide per 100,000 pop. in 15 Asian and 
3 Pacific States 
 
Once again the red bar to the right represents our constant, The 
Philippines. 
 
Two countries to its left sits Australia, and just to the right you’ll 
see New Zealand. But where’s the rest of the Pacific? 
 
Fiji just makes it onto the lowest point of this chart, but the 14 
remaining countries in the Pacific Islands Forum don’t show up at 
all. That’s because most small island nations report zero gun 
deaths, right or wrong, year after year. 
 
Papua New Guinea is surely the hotspot of gun violence in the 
Pacific, yet it’s a country that doesn’t even publish enough data to 
put itself on our chart. 
 
Even in the well-populated Southern Highlands, it’s said that 98% 
of deaths are simply not reported to a central agency. If that’s 
true of all deaths, then understanding the prevalence of gun 
homicide, all on its own, seems almost impossible. 
 



One of the most conspicuous gaps in our knowledge involves 
gender-based armed violence. Studies around the world suggest 
that between 40% and 70% of female murder victims are killed by 
an intimate partner. 
 
But is that true in Asia? To design any effective intervention, we 
must arm ourselves with the basics. 
 
And that’s my public health plea to take away with you today. 
Irrespective of discipline, focus or method, every stakeholder, 
every affected community must have reliable information to 
succeed. 
 
If we collect accurate data, policymakers will finally have 
something useful to work with – a life-saving goal to aim for. 
 
And the answer is not automatically to enact more laws. Gun 
policies across this region are some of the most restrictive in the 
world. Several Asian nations already invoke the death penalty for 
illicit possession of a firearm, and across Asia-Pacific only 
Pakistan is categorised as having 'Permissive' gun laws. 
 
Of all the island nations of the Pacific, Papua New Guinea’s 
firearm legislation shows more points of compliance with UN 
global norms than any other – yet PNG is the armed violence 
hotspot of my region. 
 
In a country like that, access to health care and justice, gender 
equality and poverty alleviation might all be better solutions than 
empty threats of ever-more-punitive law enforcement. 
 
In tomorrow’s session I’ll look at policy interventions that have 
worked – some of them really well – both in my region and 
around the world. Brazil, Argentina, the United Kingdom, South 
Africa and Australia have all reduced armed violence with 
targeted, evidence-based initiatives. 
 



Then I’ll show how 20 nations of the Pacific have almost 
unconsciously forged a new attitude to the global culture of 
armed violence. 
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I know many of you come from countries I haven’t had time to 
mention. So if you haven’t yet visited GunPolicy.org, we publish 
more than 190,000 pages on armed violence, gun injury and 
firearm laws in over 300 countries and jurisdictions, including 
yours. 
 
Please tell me if we’ve got anything wrong. 
 
Now it’s time to stop, and to leave plenty of time for questions. I 
hope we can answer yours. 
 


